
PDI Point-of-Care Dispensing Systems / Accessory Order Form

Sani-Bracket® - Attach Sani-Cloth® and Sani-Hands® canisters to walls or equipment for convenient access; 
The Medium Bracket, labeled “Easy Screen®” wipes, will include an optional Sani-Hands label. Large/ X-Large 
Bracket, labeled with “NOT FOR USE ON SKIN.”

______ Q51510 - Large / Extra Large Canister  
       Sani-Bracket (10 pack)     
______ P58510 - Medium Canister Sani-Bracket  
       (10 pack)
______  P58500 - Medium Canister Sani-Bracket  
       (1 pack)

______ Q52510 - Large / Extra Large Double  
       Canister Sani-Bracket (10 pack) 
______ Q52500 - Large / Extra Large Double  
       Canister Sani-Bracket (1 pack) 

Sani-Bracket® for Extra Large Box - Attach extra large packet box to walls or equipment.  
(This bracket can also hold two clean tag boxes)

______ P44210

Sani-Bracket® Pole Accessory Kit - Designed to attach Sani-Bracket to IV or other poles.  
Brackets sold separately.

______ P010600

Bracket Adapter - Use to attach bracket to certain portable carts. Brackets sold separately.  
(Check for fitment before ordering)

______ P015300

Sani-Canister Caddy® - Countertop placeholder for canisters. Displays important product and compliance 
information. 

______ P013500 - Sani-Hands® (10 pack)

______ P012600 - Super Sani-Cloth® (10 pack)

______ P015200 - Sani-Cloth® AF3 (10 pack)

______ P013100 - Sani-Cloth® Bleach (10 pack)

______ P016300 - Sani-Cloth® Prime (10 pack)

______ P016100 - Easy Screen® (10 pack)

IV Basket Brackets - For attachment of  Prevantics® Device box onto IV pole.

______ P016200

PDI Rep Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order Date:________________________________  *PO #: _____________________________________________________________

Health System Name (If  Applicable): ______________________________________________________________________________

Facility Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Contact Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ship To Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

City: ______________________________________  State: __________  Zip: ____________________________________________

Phone Number: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Email:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Special Delivery Instructions: _____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Softpack Bracket - Attach the softpack to walls for convenient access.

______ P039100 (10 pack)

As a valued partner, PDI will provide the following ‘Point-of-Care Dispensing Systems / Accessories’ in our mutual goal to protect staff and patients against 
preventable infections. In return for these value added benefits, facility agrees to: (i) exclusively use PDI products in the ‘Point-of-Care Dispensing Systems / 
Accessories’; and (ii) utilize any provided ‘Point-of-Care Dispensing Systems / Accessories’ in the facility or its affiliated locations. This agreement applies to all 
PDI ‘Point-of-Care Dispensing Systems / Accessories’ in facility’s possession. If these terms are not honored, PDI reserves the right to reclaim the ‘Point-of-Care 
Dispensing Systems / Accessories’

Softpack Mobile Equipment Bracket - Attaches the softpack to mobile equipment for ease of  use and accessibility.

______ P013200

Pop-Up Multi-Canister Anti Newton Floorstand - The Pop-Up floorstand is heavy duty and can withstand busy traffic 
and frequent use. A built-in waste receptacle makes it convenient to dispose of  used wipes. Customizable signage is 
also available.

______ Q438FP

Sani-TAG® Equipment ID System - Helps staff  identify which specific surface disinfectant should be used to disinfect 
the particular item.

______ PDI02179080 - Sani-Cloth® Prime Wipes

______ PDI10218006 - Sani-24® Wipes and Spray

______ PDI10218005 - Sani-HyPerCide® Wipes and Spray

______ PDI11168857 - Super Sani-Cloth® Wipes

______ PDI11168860 - Sani-Cloth® AF3 Wipes

______ PDI11168858 - Sani-Cloth® Plus Wipes

______ PDI11168861 - Sani-Cloth® Bleach Wipes

______ PDI11168902 - Easy Screen® Wipes

Sani-TAG® Equipment ID System (Clean Tags) - Adheres to equipment to help staff  easily identify it as clean.  
Removes easily and does not leave a sticky residue. Meets regulatory and accreditation standards for identifying  
clean vs. dirty equipment.

______ P012200

PDI Sani-Cloth® Slider Compliance Indicator - Helps staff  identify what specific disinfectant should be used, and 
was used, to disinfect the particular item. Includes eight optional product labels.

______ P016600

PDI Respiratory Hygiene/Cough Etiquette Station - Holds one canister of  product and has optional attachments that 
can be affixed directly to the floor stand to hold personal protective equipment. 

______ P014100

PDI Hand Hygiene Station - Hand Hygiene station for placement in entryways and other high traffic areas. Holds up to 
5 canisters 

______ P013600

PDI Safety Station - Place in entryways and other high traffic areas. Holds up to 5 Medium, Large or Extra-Large  
Sani-Cloth, Sani-Hands, or Easy Screen canisters. Developed to assist with protocol compliance and healthcare  
requirements.  

______ P013700
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PLEASE USE

Compatible for use on:
    - Touch screen equipment*

    - Equipment requiring 70% IPA
Fast-drying
Anti-streaking
* Cleaning the screen of your mobile device 
with a wipe containing alcohol may reduce 
the lifespan of any anti-fingerprint coating. 
Please check your device manufacturer’s 
cleaning instructions.
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